2006 honda accord radio problems

Mine started to just cut out at times and and would come back later, it got worse over several
months, until it added screeching noises and then went dead. I took one morning and rewired
the harness and added the frame into the large bottom section below the Honda Radio. I had to
have the dashboard taken apart to reach behind the existing Honda system to wire in the new
Radio. The new Pioneer system works great and I love the hands free speaker phone system in
the car. Still driving my Honda almost 2 years later. I have the love of my life in a car, my Honda
but i am very upset because my 6 cd changer radio went kaput. Leaving work at pm in the
height of traffic with absolute no sounds at all. I am trying to save my pennies to get a new one
because I do not know how much of talking to myself I will be able to deal with anymore. Honda
I know you know this is a problem so please help us out we support you by buying your
vehicles the least you can do is assist up with changing the radio. Radio started making a loud
crackling noise through speakers intermittently and radio would shut off then come back on.
Sometimes when you turn it on nothing happens and then after about 5 minutes would come on
by itself. Now it wont come on at all so I have no radio at all. It is definitely a short in radio. Why
do I not believe them. They quoted approx. They have to know there is a overall problem with
their radios, as every where you read people complain about there HONDA radios. You have to
call them or send a letter through regular mail. I am very disappointed with the results so far. If
you have a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site
for this Accord problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Honda mechanic Read reviews of repair
shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add
Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.
Jonah answered 4 years ago. I have a Honda Accord that has been having radio problems. The
factory stereo is still installed. One day it just shut off completely, not even showing the time. I
took out the radio fuse and put it back in, and the radio worked again. It lasted about a week and
then did it again. Each time, I take out the fuse and it goes back to working. Nothing else is out. I
replaced the fuse to see if that was the issue, and it lasted a few days and happened again.
Again, when I reset the fuse it makes it work completely fine. Yes I agree this is not common.
Check ground connections, also check fuse box form wires side looking for loose connections.
Please click on "Mark helpful" if you're happy with the respond. Good luck Danny answered 2
years ago. I have a Honda Accord. When I try to start it, all the lights and air comes on, but the
car wont start or even make a noise. It doesn't even attempt to turn on. Any ideas on what may
be causing t It charges ok in a normal outlet at home. What could be the problem? I have a
Honda Accord with a 2. I have taken the old timing chain off the engine. When I put the new
timing chain on I need to be at top dead center compression stroke I have a different car.
Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of
CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please
refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it
violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Start a new Honda Accord question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple,
secure transaction. Get Started. Search Honda Accord Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know
more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Reliability indicates
how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will
hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information
available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our
reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability score is based on our latest
subscriber survey of Honda Accord owners. The owner comments describe problems
respondents experienced with this vehicle. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master
cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Had to replace
both". Noticed an immediate difference after replacing all four calipers, rotors and pads. The
right rear was already replaced by previous owner". Following the repair the the breaks have
work correctl". Best solution- new caliper reconditioned have much shorter service life service
caliper and pad mechanisms after every winter - paint the cali". Breaks wore down". No
squeaking to give warning, just a burning smell and then grinding sound. Need to replace
brakes for normal wear". Concern was cost. I had the brakes installed at a Goodyear facility".
Brakes were replaced during routine maintenance". This caused the parking brake to stay on
after it was released". Rotors to be turned regularly because of pulsating, new pads, etc. Has
been a constant problem". Honda really needs to stop using Chinese made components". This
has been a recurring issue with this Honda. Front brakes replace at 61, Rear rotors and brake
pads again at 74, miles. This seems excessive to me! Loud banging noise when backing car and

hitting brakes. Panic stops in parking lot at 50mph car skidded out of control sideways almost ".
Mechanic said this is typical for this automobile". I brought the vehicle to a local garage. They
checked it out and determined one of the rear brakes was so far worn that the calipers needed
replacing in addition to the rotors. On a steep down grade, the vibration and shaking became so
severe, the steering wheel shook rather violentlyl. The dealer put new pads a rotors on the car.
After about miles, the same problem returned. I took it to an independent brake repair shop.
New pads were put on and rotors turned. After about miles, the vibration and shaking returned
but not as bad. I think Honda cut back on costs on this car by reducing the pad sizes and the
rotor quality. We only use the car for around town now. I have had the brakes and rotors
replaced, resurfaced and adjusted. The problem goes away for a month or so, then returns
again and again. Rotors were rusty because car is outside all of the time. Calipers were sticking
that may have caused the pads to wear out". Rotors were also very worn". The brake pads were
OK, but the rotors The brakes were no longer hitting the rotors for some reasons. This seems to
have been the Achilles Heel on this model. I have had to replace the rear brake calipers or rotors
more than once since buying the car. Have replaced rotors 5 times in 12 years. Rotors had gone
bad". Had to have rotors reground and smoothed out. These where the origanal rotors". This is
in addition to rear brakes being done twice previously". Since one of the calipers was sticking,
this caused the brakes to wear prematurely. I then had to replace the rotor". Not sure if
dealership could have noticed this sooner or just all of a suddennoticed the problem". I'd only
changed the rear brakes, and not the front, so it's to be expected". Shocks or struts, ball joints,
tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering
pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air
suspension. All driving is on city streets and highways, so this should not have happened. We
have also had to have them realigned at least once a year as long as we have owned the car". It
happened on a city street about 10 minutes after exiting an interstate highway. Wheel alignment
issues are related to this problem. I visually checked them and I did not see any physical
damage to the engine mounts. I'm getting a second opinion to make sure I really need to replace
them". Bushings not sold separately. Control arms needed to be replaced too. Quite surprised it
lasted that many miles". That solved the problem". Haven't been able to fix it". Replacement of
the power steering hose. I have not experienced any problems since. I repaired it myself with an
after-market pump and have had no further problems. A simple repair but the car did have to be
towed when the fluid ran out. It was just the age of the hose. Its is a great car, but it has a huge
turning radius and the power steering has always had a small leak". Dealer replaced intake
o-ring, did not cure problem. Noise disappeared in warmer weather. I was able to drive the car
but the repair was costly, e. Also I noticed a noise coming from under the hood. In dealership
they found it was a leak in the system". Part of recall that was fixed free of charge". A tad
suspicious, but I took it somewhere else to have it fixed". Had to add special Honda fluid to
bring it back up. Since then, no other evidence of a leak". Not sure why this is happening but I
would think these thinks last for sometime". Power steering degraded over time. Replaced the
pump. Works fine now". Especially at a cold start-up". It also does not provide as much steering
assist as it should. Becoming more tight as far as steering. The steering pump was replaced. I
had to replace this hose and a new power steering pump. It is now repaired. Several recall
repairs and dealer visits have not resolved the problem". Fluid was changed, mechanic said if it
didn't work the pump would have to be replaced". Struts need replacing probably just do to
accululated mileage on the car. Domino effect caused problems with alignment and minor
uneven tire wear. No advance warning". I am not sure the struts were truly bad as all four failed
at same time; I question integrity of garage that replaced them". Resolved completely". Then,
within a couple of months the rack and pinion needed to be fixed and the mech". Why did it fail
so soon and why was it so expensive. I guess they must have been scarce because too many
hav". May change in 1 to 2 yrs". Last time back tires were flat bald". But not unexpected at the
life span of over 10 years". However I could buy a complete AC compressor including the clutch
for the same price as just the clutch. So that is what I did. Compressor clutch is engaging, but
compressor is not creating a pressure differential across the low and high pressure sides.
Cause of compressor failure has not been determined yet, but is likely a refrigerant leak
somewhere in the system. It was not unreasonable for the AC to fail after nearly 13 years.
Overall, this has been a very reliable vehicle. So I feel I did get my money's worth. Not yet
repaired. Due to riding bike and taking public transit more, age and resale value of car decided
not to fix. Dealer installed after market unit that was less expensive, but still costly. New unit
has worked fine. Honda was able to repair. Apparently, you need an overhaul every 5 years. Car
is 9 years old. One of the heat systems in the seats doesn't work either, just happened within
the past 3 months as well". Replaced compressor". For someone like me it was very difficult to
place the repair I had in the proper category. I had to call the dealer. Can you let us tell you what

was repaired and you place it in the proper category? Every since then no problems. Not sure
where they originated. Very expensive repair requiring bumper removal". Seemed like control
on heater system was not working properly". It was somewhat fixed but it still wasn't cooling
consistently as it should. A different mechanic determined that the new compressor was faulty,
so he replaced it. The AC still didn't cool consistently, and they weren't finding any leaks in the
main part of the system. So then they took off the dash and found a leak there and fixed it. That
seemed to do the trick. That leak may have been the problem all alo". Location of leak has not
yet been determined. I had a leak in the cooling system and had to have the engine torn apart to
find the leak. The AC fan stopped blowing, and the two valves leaked. Paint fading, chalking,
cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. However, this is likely
my fault and not Honda's fault because this occurred just a few days after I slammed my trunk
trying to break the ice on my back window after a winter storm left a coat of ice over an inch
thick on my car. Then hit a stray warning cone in the dark that tore off the front left bumper. It is
only on the door on the driver's side". The paint fades and the hood is a different shade than the
front quarter panels. I notice this especially on the silver paint, which is what i have on my car".
Most noticeably where the top of the car meets the rear windshield". Should be covered by
honda. Many cars on road w paint coming off". This vehicle has not been subjected to off road
or other potential environmental causes". We have repainted the hood twice with an
inexpensive Maaco paint job. It looks good from 5'. Paint has held on the rest of the car". Paint
fading. There is also severe rust over rear driver side wheel well. The paint on the trunk and
back bumper is coming off". It needs an entire new paint job". Looks terrible esp around
windows and front fenders. Honda says the problem was clear coat". Honda denied any
problem due to manufacturing, however, paint and body shops 5 of them said it was due to the
way the paint was applied when car was made". Was told by dealer that nothing could be done
about. It is better better described as "craziing",". Bought one of those electric rust inhibitors.
Thinking it was all I needed, did not bother with under-coating. Was informed later on that the
inhibitor is not enough. Started undercoating a little late. Probably the reason for the rust wheel
well, not withstanding the car is 11 years old". Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering
wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Replaced with after market player". Replaced
it with a refurbished radio of the same model. This year, I finally stopped trying to use it as it will
not play most of the time now. I would have gotten this fixed years ago during my routine
maintenance, but the dealership does not have the expertise to fix it. This would require me to
take more time off work to get it fixed at another location. Honda blamed me for using a
home-made CD label - not true. CD now entirely disfunctional with radio working after car has
been running for minutes". Will not accept cd. Once the car warmed up, or the weather got a bit
warmer, it played fine so I thought it was simply related to the cold. But then the problem
continued happening. Additionally, if I leave the radio on when I turn the car off, the next time I
start it, the radio cycles through the two FM settings, then the AM setting, then the CD, then the
two satellite options. I must turn the radio off for a minute and then turn it on in order to listen to
the radio. Still unable to listen to the radio--and I have 5 CDs stuck in the player. It would usually
work when it was warm. So costly Fortunately he w". Had to buy third party stereo with
expensive installation". Need a flashlight or specific sun angle to change radio stations etc. Non
critical failure, just annoying". Just over months later, radio failed again light indicators still
working. Took it back into the dealer. Dealer suggested buying after market radio I had already
intended to do this as the Honda radio is obviously not reliable. Screen will blank out initially
and when going over bumps". If I restart the car, the radio seems to function normally". No
sound at all now. Was replaced once by Honda but failed again after 14 months. These are a
combined unit. It seems to be a power system issue with the player. It is intermittent so we have
not been able to capture at dealer. Sometimes a loud high pitch peersing sound comes out.
Bought mine at the local auto supply store and it looks, and works, just as good as one from the
dealer. Easy install too The code indicated that I may have a leak in the fuel system from the gas
cap as one of the possibilities. Since a gas cap is cheap, I bought a new one and the engine
light has now gone off. I am taking it in for a mechanic to look at it and see if there is any issue".
This occurred at miles. Car towed to repair facilty where the fuel pump was replaced. This is the
only time the fuel pump has been replaced and came at miles. Car would buck ,loose power and
not start at times. Honda charged me 1, dollars and I still had the same problem. One hr. The
Honda dealership told me and American Express that the problem was unrelated and the
service mgr. They then had to flash the computer to try to resolve the problem. Still not sure it's
resolved as the check engine light has returned". Was told by my mechanic that the sensor
needs replacement not essential for safetly, but will not pass inspection with with light on. This
will be an expensive repair. Was told that it may affect fuel efficiency, but car still gets 28 mpg,
so it seems to be an annoying, unnecessary and expensive repair". Could not get annual

inspection with check engine light. I tend to think it was more of a mechanic problem that
prevented this from being more efficiently addressed. They replaced the first O2 sensor based
on the codes in the computer and their diagnostics. The same message returned on the
computer within a month, so they said they had to flash the computer with new limits on the O2
sensor. Another month goes by and a slightly different code comes back, so the second O2
sensor is replaced. No problems since then. This is the only problem I have ever had with this
vehicle in 12 years, so I can't be unhappy with the car. Best depreciating investment I've ever
made! Replaced sensor and reset engine warning indicator. No further issues. Car runs fine
without fixing, but I won't be able to renew my State registration until it is fixed. Coolant control
sensor faulty. Too expensive. This was normal for this age and milage of veh. Actually it should
have gone out long before". Upon reset, goes away for months at a time. Alternator, starter,
hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition
switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. We were
lucky the car was stranded in our driveway and not while out and about with our children". Have
to use key to open and manually lock the car doors". Circuit board poor solder connections
gave rise to the problem. We could not turn them off and had to disconnect the battery when we
parked". Took it to the dealer service department they fixed it while I went next door, About 45
minutes later I came back and the car was ready". You have to remove some of the fender cover
attachments and stuff your arm into the hole, twist the old light and remove the connector".
Replaced cheap single pole switch with parts from ebay. Told not able to fix. Entire assembly
replaced. Two months after assembly replacement, intermittent failures continue". Dealer would
charge approximately to replace unit. I researched on line and was able to purchase a switch
and install it for 15". Asked dealer service to check, replace fuse if necessary. They hadn't
checked the fusing. I refused the diagnostic". Had to have replaced the main fuse box". The
Honda service technician informed me that since the warranty was no longer in force, the
problem would be too expensive to repair. I had the system worked on prior to this last time
circuit problem ". A part needed to be replaced in the drivers door for the locking mechanism.
Pretty expensive to fix". When the new one was installed, January , the key less locks no longer
worked. I had to return to the Honda dealer to have the code programmed to my old keys". The
dealer replaced the wiper mechanism and the issue was solved. Resulted in wiper motor
burning out. Was really our fault for not getting minor adjustment fixed. The trunk was caused
by a breakdown of the plastic near the taillights. Just broke down due to closing the trunk. The
passenger door was due to a technician not replacing the door seal properly when repairing the
door lock. We need to continually clean the leaves, etc. Source has not yet been determined". It
is not all of the time. Took in for repair. I believe they just used WD on it. Still squeaks. Clutch
works fine". Required a mechanic to figure it out. Dry weather stripping around the doors also
created squeaky noise until they were lubricated". Was real bad after purchase. Had to install
foam weatherstripping to stop rattling in glove box. Still some minor rattling in dashboard area,
got used to them. But unacceptable from a Honda product. A rattling noise that sounds like it's
coming through the steering column". Noises from doors. Had to pay to fix door rattles. Fixed
rattles in the CD compartment by filling it with paper. However, I am not able to use it since it is
stuffed with paper". Dealer claims normal but they weren't there when new". Cruise control,
clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure
monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or
security system. The engine would not start". Obviously there is something wrong with the
electrical system". Had to install new ignition switch". Another garage said the fuel pump was
not replaced, we question this first repair replacement". It always started on second try. Honda
dealer recommended replacement of starter. Problem continues, but will start on second or
third try. Problem not resolved". Replace starter motor and car was fine. Consider normal
maintenence after ,00 miles". When cranking vehicle hear one click - replaced starter motor This
info is per billing paper I could not come up with this description. Replaced before it failed. At
first i thought it was the battery but then realized that the battery was less than a yer old and
everything else electrical was working OK. Then a couple of weeks ago it wouldn't start at all
even if I jumped it. I had to have it towed into the dealer to be repaired. I called around and the
dealer price was competitive with the independent shops and installed an aftermarket starter.
This is the first mechanical repair I have had on this car in 12 years. I thought the battery was
going out. One day it wouldn't start at all but the battery was still charged so I figured it was the
starter. Troubleshot it down to a defective starter. Replaced the starter myself. Car now starts
every time. No more issues. Replaced with a Honda refurbished one". Had to replace starter". It
gave no warning that there was a problem. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a
member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used
Honda Accord Change Vehicle. An update of the model, the Accord combines sportiness and

all-around capability. Both the base four-cylinder and the optional V6 are refined, quick, and
relatively economical. The ride is nicely firm and handling is nimble. The front seats are
comfortable and the interior is well finished. Electronic stability control became standard on
V6-equipped versions. Road noise is our biggest complaint. There are 17 recalls on this vehicle.
Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all
Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major.
Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel
System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment.
In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information
received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give
you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA
indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year.
An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say.
Antilock system ABS "greatly reduced braking when antilock engaged when only one wheel
slid. Following the repair the the breaks have work correctl" Harold L. Best solution- new caliper
reconditioned have much shorter service life service caliper and pad mechanisms after every
winter - paint the cali" Anonymous, BC Honda Accord 2. Has been a constant problem" Douglas
W. Rotors were also very worn" Alfred G. Rotors had gone bad" Alfred G. These where the
origanal rotors" Paul W. Not sure if dealership could have noticed this sooner or just all of a
suddennoticed the problem" Anonymous, PA Honda Accord EX 3. I'd only changed the rear
brakes, and not the front, so it's to be expected" Andrew S. We have also had to have them
realigned at least once a year as long as we have owned the car" William W. I'm getting a
second opinion to make sure I really need to replace them" Rex P. Quite surprised it lasted that
many miles" Carlos G. That solved the problem" Brad E. Its is a great car, but it has a huge
turning radius and the power steering has always had a small leak" Jitesh K. Since then, no
other evidence of a leak" T W. Fluid was changed, mechanic said if it didn't work the pump
would have to be replaced" Joseph V. I am not sure the struts were truly bad as all four failed at
same time; I question integrity of garage that replaced them" Frank C. I guess they must have
been scarce because too many hav" T W. But not unexpected at the life span of over 10 years"
John B. One of the heat systems in the seats doesn't work either, just happened within the past
3 months as well" Anonymous, CA Honda Accord EX 3. Loose exterior trim or moldings "The
Accord nameplate on the trunk fell off. This vehicle has not been subjected to off road or other
potential environmental causes" Anonymous, AZ Honda Accord 3. It needs an entire new paint
job" Sarah C. Honda says the problem was clear coat" Merle M. Honda denied any problem due
to manufacturing, however, paint and body shops 5 of them said it was due to the way the paint
was applied when car was made" Anonymous, TN Honda Accord EX 2. Probably the reason for
the rust wheel well, not withstanding the car is 11 years old" Bernie C. CD player "Player
stopped working, to expensive to repair. Replaced with after market player" Paul B. Had to buy
third party stereo with expensive installation" Dan C. Non critical failure, just annoying" Timothy
D. I am taking it in for a mechanic to look at it and see if there is any issue" John B. Still not
sure it's resolved as the check engine light has returned" Neil P. Was told that it may affect fuel
efficiency, but car still gets 28 mpg, so it seems to be an annoying, unnecessary and expensive
repair" Harvey S. Alarm or security system excluding aftermarket systems "The immobilizer
system failed on this car and was an expensive repair. We were lucky the car was stranded in
our driveway and not while out and about with our children" Anonymous, GA Honda Accord EX
3. Took it to the dealer service department they fixed it while I went next door, About 45 minutes
later I came back and the car was ready" Ed M. You have to remove some of the fender cover
attachments and stuff your arm into the hole, twist the old light and remove the connector"
Joseph V. Two months after assembly replacement, intermittent failures continue" William O.
Had to have replaced the main fuse box" Don W. I had the system worked on prior to this last
time circuit problem " Anonymous, LA Honda Accord 2. I had to return to the Honda dealer to
have the code programmed to my old keys" Stephanie S. Source has not yet been determined"
Timothy W. Dry weather stripping around the doors also created squeaky noise until they were
lubricated" Andrew D. A rattling noise that sounds like it's coming through the steering column"
Don M. Dealer claims normal but they weren't there when new" John H. Alternator "alternator
failed, damaged 2 batteries" Lowell R. The engine would not start" P S. Obviously there is
something wrong with the electrical system" Dora S. Another garage said the fuel pump was not
replaced, we question this first repair replacement" Frank C. Replaced with a Honda refurbished
one" Beth P. Had to replace starter" Carl R. The radio in your Honda Accord should give you
years of trouble-free performance. However, over time, the radio will deteriorate and the unit
may fail. Many aftermarket stereo companies make radio units for the Accord, or you can

replace the radio with another factory radio unit. Since radio units can be quite expensive,
troubleshoot the problem before replacing anything. Open the fuse panel under the steering
column. Turn the knobs on the fuse panel cover counterclockwise and pull down on the fuse
cover to remove it. Pull the fuse for the Accord's radio. Use the fuse diagram if you are having
trouble finding the radio fuse. Check the fuse. If it's blown or the metal strip is broken, replace
the fuse with a new fuse of the same amperage. Press the power button on the radio. If "CODE"
flashes on the display, you need to enter your factory's radio code that was supplied to you by
your Honda dealer. If the radio will not power on, the radio will need to be replaced. Check for a
"hum" or feedback while the radio is on. If you hear feedback, it is normally caused by poorly
insulated wiring in the antenna cable or the speaker wires. This can happen over time if the
protective plastic coating on the wire has become damaged. Normally this does not happen,
because the wiring is sealed up behind the trim panels. However, if this is happening, you'll
need to have new wiring laid for your radio. I am a Registered Financial Consultant with 6 years
experience in the financial services industry. I am trained in the financial planning process, with
an emphasis in life insurance and annuity contracts. I have written for Demand Studios since
Step 1 Open the fuse panel under the steering column. Step 2 Pull the fuse for the Accord's
radio. Step 3 Check the fuse. Step 4 Press the power button on the radio. Haynes; Models also
known as Trim Levels, are used to identify a vehicle's level of equipment or special features. I
love the model that I have. I love the endurance and ease of maintenance of the Honda brand. I
drive a Honda Accord coupe. It's a four cylinder engine with a five speed standard transmission.
It has sporty rims, is silver in color and it really looks cool. It really gives good gas mileage and
Car is Low maintenance with no major repairs. I have no complaints about my vehicle. The car
is very reliable, all I have to do is the regular maintenance, oil changes, etc. The car is fun to
ride, has great acceleration and the interior is perfect. Every accessory in the car works, My
Honda Accord has been great. The only recurring repair I have had to make was replacing
brakes which is no an unusual repair on a vehicle. The mileage was phenomenal - when I first
go the vehicle I normally do not have any issues with my car. I have recently gotten into an
accident and I have to get the bumper fixed and the air fixed, but that is all. Normally I just keep
the schedule oil My car had faulty airbags other than this the performance is great and I get
good gas mileage. Only had a few minor maintenance repairs that are normal. My car handles
great and is a excellent choice The performance on my car is excellent. I have only had to
replace the starter and battery since I bought it brand new. I have had regular oil changes and
the brakes recently done. This is a very We've owned this car for a very long time and it has had
a multitude of problems mostly due to its age and how much it's been used. Issues have
included the engine failing, oil leaking, brakes wearing The front end and the brakes constantly
have new problems. Every time one problem is fixed, another part breaks. Three of the four door
handles have broken and needed replacement. The air conditioner My cruise control recently
went out, along with my sunroof and my CD player. The vehicle runs excellent, but features are
slowly going out. The Honda Accord is very reliable and sustainable. I have had it for 12 years
and it is still on the road. It is also very inexpensive when it comes to maintenance on this
vehicle. It on takes Great car just not technologically advanced as other cars. Has great
comfortable leather seats. The interior has been very well kept and clean, there is little to no
stains in the carpet in the I like that it is very dependable and roomy. I dislike that it is an older
model. The Honda Accord is a reliable vehicle. It gets decent gas mileage. It's an older car, so it
has certain issues, but other than that I'm happy with it. Had airbag recall, aside from that no
real issues just routine maintenance. The performance is good for what I use it for. Reliability is
great, but I do keep up with routine maintenance. It is very comfortable to drive around the city
or on longer trips. It has all the features I need but I am not very picky when it comes to all the
frills that are offered on some higher end models. I focus more on practical reliability and
performance,. Really love the gas milage, the performance is not bad considering it's only a
4-cylinder Strong acceleration when you drop the pedal to the floor! All in all, pretty satisfied
with this vehicle! I've been in possession of my Honda Accord for 5 years now and have zero
complaints. Even though I bought it used with , miles on it, it's reliability has been better than
any of my other This car is a very reliable car! I have taken it many places around the country.
The brakes are a bit touchy compared to other cars, but that could be a good thing. The seats
are very comfortable for What's the Honda Accord aux port location? What's the recommended
honda accord tire pressure? What's the honda accord transmission fluid capacity? Answers are
provided by third parties. We do not guarantee accuracy of responses. Change Year. Used Fair
Market Range Zip. MPG up to. Source FuelEconomy. Overview See below. Owner Reviews. For
Sale Near Me. Exterior Photos. Interior Photos. Color Photos. Select an Exterior Color. Desert
Mist Metallic. Nighthawk Black Pearl. Sapphire Blue Pearl. Carbon Bronze Pearl. Graphite Pearl.
Redondo Red Pearl. Alabaster Silver Metallic. Taffeta White. Honda Accord Models Models also

known as Trim Levels, are used to identify a vehicle's level of equipment or special features.
View Details. See All Trims. Top Positive Owner Reviews. Make sure that you maintain your
scheduled Read More. Sporty Honda Accord for those who love to It will last a long time if
properly The Accord looks good, rides great and is Overall great vehicle! Would buy another!
My Honda Accord is great. Great gas mileage, handles smoothly, The heated seats. Very
comfortable during Top Negative Owner Reviews. It is a fairly standard vehicle and was It is
purple. That is alright I guess. This car has , miles on it, so you can Reliable and sustainable.
Great vehicle, well kept, very It is still going with over thousand In general, that Honda makes
vehicles that Sean A wrote on January 16, Mark S wrote on January 6, Jordan W wrote on
December 11, See All Reviews Owner Reviews For Problems. Owner Reviews For Reliability.
Join the Honda Gang. Hondas are awesome. Combined MPG: Owner's Choice. Road Test Video
Reviews. Frequently Asked Questions. Answer: As the owner of a Honda Accord, You may have
found Yourself in the situation of needing to find the aux input port, but not knowing where
exactly to find it. Thankfully, it is right there on the center Answer: The recommended Honda
Accord tire pressure iS32 psi. Making sure Your tires are in the greatest of condition is crucial
to not crashing. You will come into problems with this car part at some time or Answer: The
Honda Accord transmission fluid capacity iS3. The transmission is one of the most important
parts of the vehicle. You will come into problems at some point. You may experience shudders.
There can be a Answer: The Honda Accord starter can be found inside the engine compartment.
It is relatively easy to locate. First, open the hood of Your car. Look to the area left of the engine
block, towards the passenger See all Frequently Asked Questions. Moderate Overlap Front. See
all Safety Features. Top Rated Small Cars. Best Rated Sedans. Best Cars for Gas Mileage. Best
Electric and Hybrid Cars. Browse By Category. Small Cars. Do not be afraid to unlock your
Honda Accord radio code because you are legit to do that. You own the car so you are the true
owner on all devices in it for sure! So what can be wrong when you decide to get rid from your
Honda Accord radio code screen. We are here to help you whit this procedure. Our team unlock
more than fifty different radio devices from all automobile brands and models. The generator
that we will present you here in this post can help you only if you own radio device from Honda
Accord that is produced in year. In that case you will need to find your brand and model in the
main menu above. This methods will take you to your original required radio code generator.
The music will playing loud again in your car on your old radio device thanks to our Honda
Accord radio code generator. To complete this procedure just follow few steps in this row:.
Your original Honda Accord radio code will be in front of you shortly! Be happy to know that
you will solve the Hyundai Getz radio code problem for free in next ten minutes [â€¦]. Do not
throw your locked Honda Odyssey radio code device still in the garbage trash because here We
have effective [â€¦]. Right key for your Vauxhall radio code problem needed? Well you will
finally get the one that you need by [â€¦]. Acura Anti Theft radio code protection in your car on
your radio screen? Your email address will not be published. Article By : radiocodescalculator.
Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Skip to main content of
results for "honda accord radio install kit". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free
Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. Amazon Global Store.
International Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your
Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle. Amazon's Choice for honda accord
radio install kit. Get it as soon as Thu, Feb Get it as soon as Fri, Feb Only 5 left in stock - order
soon. Only 2 left in stock - order soon. Honda Accord Radio Install Kit. Only 1 left in stock order soon. Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2. FREE Shipping. Only 16 left in stock - order soon. Only
10 left in stock - order soon. Only 12 left in stock - order soon. N
e2fz 19549 aa coolant
body parts diagrams
infiniti qx56 forum
eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it

a second life.

